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Using RCA



 A system to convert free text pathology reports into a 
database of discrete data elements.

 Ability to search this data for specific types of pathology 
reports for studies.

 Automated real time matching of pathology to studies or 
clinical trials.

 Additional features to support data extraction and reference 
set maintenance. 
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Phase I – Reference
◦ Manual review to create a reference set 
◦ Analyze performance and identify improvements in TNM extraction
◦ Establish a baseline performance score for TNM

Phase II – Data collection
◦ Install system at participating registries
◦ Process all historical reports through new system
◦ Compile and retrieve statistics on TNM data   



Machine interpretation of medical text reports is difficult 
because:
 Frequently not in sentences, use of grammar is optional
 Data is often contained in ad-hoc lists or tables or other 

creative structures
 Uses specialized acronyms that require context understanding 

such as “ALL”, or even “CA” 
 Uses data groupings such as in TNM values or Gleason score

Context is difficult for machines when grammar is optional!
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The system has components that do specific things such as:
General data extraction
 NLP – in concept search and text segmentation
 Pattern matching to detect tables and other data 

configurations
 Heuristics to refine and remove the bad data 

Knowledge base to process specific data items
 Numeric ranges and units
 Context detection such as negation and word sense
 Patterns in regular expressions
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Ability to create and manage reference sets
◦ Manual review of extracted data
◦ Allows manual correction and change tracking
◦ Saving/retrieving and exporting of reference sets
◦ Refined searches to omit certain reports types

Statistics and performance measurements 
◦ Calculate sensitivity and specificity (per answer) *
◦ Export statistics to Excel – occurrence

Ability to identify reports that are difficult (error)
◦ Flags reports where data is questionable – can be manually reviewed
◦ Can omit error reports from statistics

Lots of effort in identifying anomalies and patterns – tuning the 
knowledge base. 
The knowledge base is what gives the system a much higher level of 
performance compared to pure NLP techniques.
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Each question has a list of possible values, for example:

Histologic type:
◦ Histologic type
◦ Non small cell carcinoma
◦ Small cell carcinoma
◦ Squamous cell carcinoma
◦ Small nonsmall cell carcinoma
◦ Adenocarcinoma
◦ Bronchiolo alveolar adenocarcinoma
◦ Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma variant
◦ Adenocarcinoma variant
◦ Large cell undifferentiated carcinoma
◦ Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma
◦ Large cell carcinoma variant
◦ Basaloid carcinoma
◦ Adenosquamous carcinoma
◦ Typical carcinoid
◦ Atypical carcinoid
◦ Adenoid cystic carcinoma …

The system can make several types of errors

• Find a value that is not there  (FP)
• Miss a value  that is actually there  (FN)
• Find an incorrect value (both FP and FN)
• Find more than one value where only one is 

correct

Each possible answer can be scored 
independently and has its own sensitivity and 
specificity value.
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Histologic type:
◦ Histologic type
◦ Non small cell carcinoma
◦ Small cell carcinoma  (False positive)
◦ Squamous cell carcinoma
◦ Small nonsmall cell carcinoma
◦ Adenocarcinoma  (False negative)
◦ Bronchiolo alveolar adenocarcinoma
◦ Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma variant
◦ Adenocarcinoma variant
◦ Large cell undifferentiated carcinoma
◦ Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma
◦ Large cell carcinoma variant
◦ Basaloid carcinoma
◦ Adenosquamous carcinoma
◦ Typical carcinoid
◦ Atypical carcinoid
◦ Adenoid cystic carcinoma…

The report contains: “Adenocarcinoma”  
but the system finds  “Small cell carcinoma”

Score:
• Adenocarcinoma is marked as      (FN)  
• Small cell Carcinoma is scored as (FP)   

In this case, one wrong answer gets 2 
hits against the performance score.



Histologic type:
◦ Histologic type
◦ Non small cell carcinoma
◦ Small cell carcinoma  (False positive)
◦ Squamous cell carcinoma
◦ Small nonsmall cell carcinoma
◦ Adenocarcinoma  (True Positive)
◦ Bronchiolo alveolar adenocarcinoma
◦ Bronchioloalveolar carcinoma variant
◦ Adenocarcinoma variant
◦ Large cell undifferentiated carcinoma
◦ Large cell neuroendocrine carcinoma
◦ Large cell carcinoma variant
◦ Basaloid carcinoma
◦ Adenosquamous carcinoma
◦ Typical carcinoid
◦ Atypical carcinoid
◦ Adenoid cystic carcinoma…

Report contains “adenocarcinoma”
System finds two answers:  “adenocarcinoma”         
(TP) 

“small cell 
carcinoma”   (FP) 

In this case, the system gets one positive hit 
and one negative.

The score for “Histologic type” is calculated 
from the sums of the individual FP, FN, TP and 
TN scores across all answers.



PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pTX [--]: Cannot be assessed 2 98 0 0 100% 100%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pT0 [--]: No evidence of primary tumor 0 100 0 0 100%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pT1 [I]: Tumor limited to ovaries (1 or both) 13 84 3 0 100% 96.55%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
*pT1a [IA]: Tumor limited to 1 ovary; capsule intact, no tumor on ovarian surface. No malignant cells in 
ascites or peritoneal washings 12 87 1 0 100% 98.86%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
*pT1b [IB]: Tumor limited to both ovaries; capsule intact, no tumor on ovarian surface. No malignant 
cells in ascites or peritoneal washings 0 96 4 0 96%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
*pT1c [IC]: Tumor limited to 1 or both ovaries with any of the following: capsule ruptured, tumor on 
ovarian surface, malignant cells in ascites or peritoneal washings 4 94 2 0 100% 97.92%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pT2 [II]: Tumor involves 1 or both ovaries with pelvic extension and/or implants 3 93 4 0 100% 95.88%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
*pT2a [IIA]: Extension and/or implants on uterus and/or tube(s). No malignant cells in ascites or 
peritoneal washings 2 98 0 0 100% 100%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) *pT2b [IIB]: Extension to other pelvic tissues. No malignant cells in ascites or peritoneal washings 2 93 5 0 100% 94.90%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
*pT2c [IIC]: Pelvic extension and/or implants (T2a or T2b / IIa or IIb)  with malignant cells in ascites or 
peritoneal washings 3 95 2 0 100% 97.94%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pT3a [IIIA]: Microscopic peritoneal metastasis beyond pelvis 2 96 0 2 50% 100%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) pT3b [IIIB]: Macroscopic peritoneal metastasis beyond pelvis 2 cm or less in greatest dimension 2 93 5 0 100% 94.90%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT)
pT3c and/or N1[IIIC]:  Peritoneal metastasis beyond pelvis more than 2 cm in greatest dimension 
and/or regional lymph node metastasis                          15 83 2 0 100% 97.65%

PRIMARY TUMOR (pT) Any T/Any N and MI [IV]:  Growth involving 1 or both ovaries with distant metastasis 0 100 0 0 100%

Question Answer TP TN FP FN Sens Spec



 Install system at each registry
 Run auto extraction scripts
◦ Selects the report types
◦ Selects the number of reports for each type
◦ Produces statistics in Excel on the occurrence of each element

 Collect Excel data for analysis
This can be repeated for any data element – a convenient system for 
data acquisition directly from registry reports.
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 >400,000 incident cases reported annually
◦ Approximately 80% have electronic path reports received in near real 

time
◦ Beyond their casefinding value ePath reports offer potential data on 

other items of interest
 Many of these additional items of interest are outlined in the 

CAP protocols
 CAP has developed these protocols to assist pathologists in 

providing clinically useful and relevant information when 
reporting results of surgical specimen examinations





 Examined 250 ePath reports from each of 5 sites (breast, 
colon, lung, ovary, and prostate). Reports came from 4 SEER 
registries (Detroit,  Georgia, Kentucky, and Louisiana).

 The randomly selected free text ePath reports were processed 
through the AIM E-PATH RCA application.











 Auto-extraction of CAP checklist items from free-text ePath 
reports is doable (probably even in our lifetimes ).

 Lack of homogeneity between ePath reports are and will 
continue to be challenging.

 To move something like this into a production setting will 
require robust applications.
◦ Will require bringing EVERYONE (computational linguists, NLP 

engineers, domain experts, etc. etc.) to the table
◦ Will also require a iterative process of refining and testing to identify 

issues, tweak rules, and retest solutions (lots of slogging in the weeds 
).
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